Our next Meeting will be on September 10th @ 10AM
Membership to EAA292 is $35 per year, due January 1st
Online registration is available through www.eaa292.org or mail check to:
EAA Chapter 292, 4803 Airport Rd. Independence, Oregon, 97351

President’s Message
Great (and Safe) STOL Expo!
It’s amazing what we can do when we come together as a Chapter! If you remember back to June, we’d
cancelled the Young Eagles Rally, Fly-In and STOL Expo. There was an uncertainty if any of the events
could successfully be rescheduled. Last Sunday, the STOL Wars Expo gave a glimpse of what this Chapter
is capable of. Kudos to Scott Naucler, Expo Captain and his entire team! I also want to give a specific
shout-out to Air-Boss (and Chapter Secretary) Rich Harrison who tirelessly worked behind the scenes to
make this event happen. Also, thanks to Jerry Pryce who managed the Pancake Breakfast. The entire list
of event volunteers is too long to mention here but be assured that the entire Chapter is thankful for
your help and participation!
It's going to be easier to share a collection of event photos rather than try to express it in words, so here
you go!

"Air Boss" Rich Harrison, “STOL Captain” Scott Naucler, and Robin Reid brief the pilots.
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Simply from the way the event came off, the pilot briefing had to be effective.
What’s key is that the effect ran smoothlt, safely, and with few complaints.

The event filled the ramp with spectators and competitors alike!
As usual, aircraft parking becomes an issue when the ramp fills up.

Yes! The RV-15 made it along with 4 members of the Van's Team.
Special thanks to Chapter member Ron Singh for coordinating this!
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There was a lot of interest and questions about the RV-15, but the Van's guys remained “tight-lipped.”

Although not as large as the Van’s rental tent, the Anderson's tent worked out really well for
both the pancake breakfasts and cheeseburger lunch. Thanks Curt and Barb!
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Even though it was mid-August, the weather was PERFECT for the spectators!

There were still spectators looking for shade.
The addition of the extra viewing area really helped spread out the crowd.
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Although we don't keep track, the estimate was 400-500 spectators enjoyed the event
…even though it had been rescheduled from June.

The STOL Team continually demonstrated high safety standards and emergency preparations.
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Steve Henry’s Yee Haw 6 is always a favorite, although the crowd really pulls for the local pilots.

New this year! It was great that the airplanes and pilots ended up on the ramp
so that the spectators could come by, talk and ask questions.
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The event ran so smoothly that it was finished early...which caused a backlog in the lunch cheeseburgers. But, they were
delicious and worth waiting for! Thanks to Mike Short who jumped in and helped-out when the Boy Scouts fell behind.

Here’s another example of the Chapter coming together. Long time announcer Mike Ryer had a medical
emergency that prevented him from providing his announcing and color commentary this year. The STOL
team just because aware of this on Saturday. However, Al Cleveland and Robin Reid “Tag Teamed” on
the mics and did a marvelous job on short notice.
It’s mentioned later in the newsletter that Chapter member Jim Hubele took off in his RV-6 attempting to
take the “perfect” picture of the event. Although many of his photos were good, this was my favorite
that I cropped down to just show the ramp area and the STOL planes ready to compete.

Of Jim Hubele's photos that day, this was my favorite (after a little cropping)

Thanks again to everyone who made this a successful and safe event!
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STOL Expo Reception and Party
On Saturday evening prior to the Expo, Jeannie Wildman & Dan Haley hosted a fantastic meet & greet
reception for the members, residents, and guests. Music was provided by airpark resident and friend-ofthe-Chapter Dave Upton. There was a great turnout that ended up extending way past the 2-hour
expectation. A fun time was had by all, although a few members may have had “more fun” than others!

One thing we know by now is that our Chapter members like to socialize! The STOL committee and
Board really scratched their heads trying to come up with a Saturday evening event. There were a lot of
ideas discussed including a catered dinner, pizza party, hop-swap, etc. In the end it just made sense to
have a simple pitch-in “happy hour.” After 2 long years of the Covid threat, it was great to see everyone
come out and socialize. It was also nice to have some of our out-of-town guests and competitors show
up.
Sometimes it’s the events that “just happen” that can be the most memorable and rewarding. I’m not
suggesting that there wasn’t effort put into the party, but I’m not sure we could have ever planned for it
to have turned out as successful as it was! Thanks again to everyone who made this happen! Can we
ever do it again? Time will tell…

Dave Upton provided some great music.

The Pryce family was well-represented!
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The party was a great time to just socialize with people you hadn't seen in a while
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It was nice to meet new members!

EAA Chapter 292

Robin giving "instruction" to Ray Scholar Kristin Taylor

All had fun, but some had more fun than others! (Or was it the margaritas?)
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Scooter, Scott, Staci and Miles taking a well-deserved rest.
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New Member Orientation
The Chapter tried something new this past month. After
analyzing the membership and identifying that over 60 members
had joined the Chapter during the “Covid” period where we
hadn’t had many face-to-face meetings, the Board realized that
many new members hadn’t been properly introduced to the
Chapter.
On August 9th, we held a “New Members Meet & Greet”
Chapter orientation meeting. There were approximately 25 new members in
attendance an addition to the Board members. In addition to enjoying pizza wine
& beer, topics such as the Club’s Mission, Programs, Activities, Facilities,
Membership and Finances were discussed. No-one got 100% on the “New
Member Bingo” game, but everyone had fun and we all learned something about
each other! (Contact Mike Kelley to take the challenge yourself!) One of the wellreceived sections was a brief history of the Chapter which was put together by Dave Ullman. Those
highlights are outlined later in the newsletter.
We wrapped up by covering where Chapter volunteers can
help-out by taking on various roles, positions and/or jobs.
Based on feedback, we are going to have a follow-up meeting
on Tuesday, August 30th to discuss in more detail all the jobs
and tasks required to keep the Chapter running smoothly.
It was suggested that we may want to present parts of this
orientation again for the general membership.
Although this may be “getting out over our skis” just a little, the
Board is looking at rolling out it’s 3-5 year plan Chapter which we intend to review with a smaller,
interactive group of members. Due to the format and expected individual participation, this will likely be
a “invitation only” workshop. If you’d like to participate in this meeting, contact Mike Kelley, Jerry Pryce,
or Dave Ullman directly.

At the meeting, there were a lot of new member’s faces in addition to the Board members.
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B-17 Coffee Club Presentation
As most members know, our Chapter has historically had a great working relationship with the B17
Alliance https://www.b17alliance.com/ restoration effort of “Lacey Lady” taking place over at the Salem
airport. Even so, I was honored to be asked by Terry Scott, Executive Director of the project, to present
on overview of Chapter EAA 292 to the monthly Veterans Coffee Club.
Last Thursday, Aug 18th, I went over to the Salem airport to present. I was amazed at the audience (~50)
and their level of attention and participation. Several attendees mentioned to me that they had no idea
we had that many activities going on over at our Chapter. Several attendees expressed an interest in
visiting and perhaps joining our Chapter.
We are well represented over there by Chapter member Lee Nielson (who introduced me) who will
coordinate anyone with more interest.
As a side note, their project struggles with some of the same issues as our Chapter (and most other
clubs). There are a lot of things to be done, but not enough volunteers to make them all happen. If
anyone would like to help out on this project, contact Lee Nielson and he’ll set you up!

Chapter President Mike Kelley presents an overview of Chapter 292 to the B17 Alliance Coffee Club.

OPA Scholarship Winners
Aviation is expensive (as we all know). It’s always a good thing when some of our new “aviators” can get
some financial assistance on their aviation career path. This past Thursday, Aug 18 th, the Willamette
Valley Chapter of the Oregon Pilot’s Association (OPA) was able to give grants to two of our younger
Chapter members Staci Feero and Darin Ham. Staci has completed her PPL, Instrument and commercial,
and is now working to build hours toward her ATP. Darin is the Chapter’s most recent Ray Scholarship
and is working toward his PPL flying a Tomahawk with Virgil Royer over at Salem. The EAA and OPA have
always had a synergistic relationship here at Independence and we’re glad to see them getting active
again after the Covid shutdown!
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Local OPA President and Chapter member Frank Brown awards grants to Darin Ham and Staci Feero

September Meeting
It’s rare for me to put in a personal “plug” for myself, but I’m going to do exactly that! As most of you are
aware by now, this December will be the end of my 2nd and final term as President of this Chapter (more
on that to come later). My lovely wife Deb and I have made the difficult decision to leave the airpark and
relocate to The Villages, Florida where we have been “snow-birding” for the past 2 years. As part of that
move, I’m in the process of ferrying my planes to Florida.
The September Chapter meeting on Sat Sept 10th, will be the story of me preparing for (and making) the
2,500 mile cross-continent flight in my light-sport Sonex. The presentation will be a mix of technical,
actual, and anecdotal lessons I learned throughout this adventure. This meeting will also qualify for
FAAST Wings credit. (This will be in lieu of having a VMC/IMC Club meeting which falls on Labor Day.)
I’m hoping that everyone can come out and attend this meeting. I promise to try to keep it informative
AND entertaining! We will be serving cake after the meeting so please stick around!

It was a long way there in an "itsy-bitsy" plane, and I had some time for a "selfie!"

This has been an unusually long “President’s Message” this month, but it was all good news and I hope
you enjoy all the photos! See you at the September meeting!
Blue Skies,
Mike Kelley
President
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Meeting Minutes
Board Meeting 8/13/22
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

In attendance Mike Kelley, Dave Ulman, Jerry Pryce, Maurice Gunderson, Kristin Taylor, Steve Sands,
Chuck West, Ernie Morino, Deb Origer, John Roberts, Denny Furman, Steve Wheat, Darin Ham
Mike opened the meeting at 8:05am.
Discussion about how we handle board minutes, it was decided that we do not need to change the current
process of just publishing them in the newsletter.
Discussion about STOL, currently anticipating 23- 25 pilots. Party Saturday Night at Jeanne’s hangar,
pancake breakfast Sunday Morning, Pilot Briefing @ 8:30, Exhibition from 10 – 12:30, Boy Scout Lunch. All
looks to be in good shape.
Upcoming meetings o September – Mike will talk about flying the Sonex to Florida. Will have WINGs credit.
o January - Blue Angel pilot
o December - Holiday Party
o Discussion about two needed meeting agendas
o Ed Storo and the Bristol Bulldog?
o Tech Consolers?
Holiday Party - Where to hold it. Need to start planning.
Treasure Reports - We currently have 193 Regular, 32 Lifetime, and 9 Student members.
o Membership report - discussion about how we can more effectively get people to renew at the
beginning of the year.
o Can we automate dues billing?
o John and Steve will look at what can be done
o Maurice suggested going with a cloud based (Wild Apricot is one he has used).
o Dave will write up attentive membership policy to be reviewed by the board.
Youth - Dave spent time at OSH talking about coordinating the Youth Programs.
o Young Eagles on September 17th. We need Pilots!
o Planning is in the works for the next Teen Aviation Weekend. Date not set yet.
o We have a spot for Advanced Air Academe for next year. Deb made a deposited to hold it
o Ray Scholars - Kristin and Zack to finish by December
o Darin is getting started flying a Piper Tomahawk out of Salem.
o Emily to be awarded a scholarship next year.
o We currently have been allocated $45K in scholarship money through the Ray Foundation.
o Jerry moved that we approve $5K out of the Youth budget for the Ray Scholarship match for
Emily. This comes out of the youth budget. Approved by the board.
Facilities, we still have not found a good answer for insurance coverage. Still looking
VMC / IMC. FSDO might join in on a meeting in September.
Builders Groups - not much going on at present.
o Might be able to move up to $60K to building fund if we move forward with that project.
Dave mentioned that the cost of materials and constructions has come down and might be a good time to
move forward with the building expansion.
Red Bird Simulator update - Chuck reports the room is nearly ready. His goal is to have it operational by
September 16th for Young Eagles.
o Moving in all the sim frame parts today.
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Container has been sold for $3500,
Chuck wants to purchase 4 desktop computers and a monitor. These were not in the original
budget. Dave will donate one.
o Chuck wants to name the room for Zell Giles.
Mike has the newly adopted bylaws from 2021 that need to be be signed and sent into National.
Mike talked about the new Members Meeting.
o Maurice said his experience with this meeting is that it went very well.
o Dave talked to one of the other new members, who was very impressed.
o Next meeting is talk about positions in the chapter. Mike wants to have the meeting in the next
couple of weeks. 30th or 31st.
Mike ended the meeting at 9:45
There was no General Membership meeting this month with the STOL Expo and related activities.
EAA Chapter 292 Board Members
• President –
Mike Kelley
• Vice PresidentJerry Pryce
• Secretary Rich Harrison
• Treasurer John Roberts
Members of the board can be contacted through the Chapter email at eaa292@gmail.com

Photos from Airventure 2022

Vince Dunn at OSH
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Barnaby Wainfan presents a seminar at OSH

Youth
Breaking news, Ray Scholler Kristin Taylor has passed her Private Pilot (Power) Written Test!
Youth Aviation - David Ulllman
In our recent survey of EAA 292 members, over 1/3 said they wanted to volunteer for youth activities. I
was among the many who think we need to help bring young people into aviation to keep it alive and
healthy. If you are one of those who agree with me, here are some upcoming activities:
•

Every Saturday, 9:00 – 3:00 - Teen Build. Come and help the
teens complete the Vans RV 12. Three key volunteers show
up every week. You can join them and help bring this
airplane to completion while teaching a young person some
new life skills. For details, contact Al Cleveland
(amcleveland32@gmail.com)
• Sept 1, 7:00 – 9:00 PM, Youth Committee meeting. This is
the first meeting of the school year. See details below.
(ullman@davidullman.com)
• Sept 8, 7:00 PM, Young Eagles Rally organizing meeting
(cindywoodworth1@gmail.com)
• Sept 17, 8:00 – noon, Young Eagles Rally, (cindywoodworth1@gmail.com)
• October 15-16, all day, Teen Aviation Weekend. (ullman@davidullman.com)
Our biannual Young Eagles event is coming up. Cindy needs volunteers. If you are a pilot, write off the
fuel cost as a donation and watch a teen smile from ear to ear. I had one young man go very quiet while
flying my airplane. He was doing a great job changing the heading and altitude on my command. He
finally said: “I was born to do this!” You don’t get that kind of feedback with any other aviation activity.
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Our Teen aviation Weekend has a waiting list of 13-19-year-olds. This event did very well in April, and we
will follow a similar syllabus in October.
The youth build has graduated teens who have become pilots, engineers, A&P mechanics, and other
aviation professionals. Another feel-good and the reason why EAA 292 is a 501c3.
There is a big push within the aviation industry to improve the community’s influence in school systems
by introducing all aspects of aviation to our youth. EAA is ramping up its AeroEducate program,
introduced in 2021 (https://www.aeroeducate.org/). When I visited them at the 2021 AirVenture, the
offering was pretty weak. This year the EAA has hired a new director, Paul Maloy, who is both an aviator
and an educator. He is leading the effort to ramp up the program and work with EAA 292.
Where EAA has material directly usable during the Teen Aviation Weekend and beyond, AOPA is working
to bring aviation offerings directly into the school curriculum. I met Elizabeth Tennyson at AirVenture
and subsequently talked with her and Glenn Tomas about the YouCanFly program
(https://youcanfly.aopa.org/) and how to leverage it to bring aviation into schools.
Further, I have been in recent conversations with the Aspire program, Oregon’s effort to mentor high
school students on professional education and careers. Where we have had little success reaching out
directly to Central High School, this program is our opportunity to have a more significant impact in
multiple schools. Aspire somewhat overlaps the AVID program (https://www.avid.org/what-avid-is),
where experts go into classrooms to talk about their careers. Mike Ryer of our club has been doing this
for years through Avid.
All these opportunities will be discussed at the Sept 1 Committee meeting.
Bottom line, if you are one of the fifty members who said they wanted to volunteer for youth activities
on the survey, it is time to walk to your talk! Contact the volunteers noted above to participate in the
planned activities. Help plan the year at the Sept 1 committee meeting.
Ray Scholarship Update
Hello Chapter 292 members! You might remember me, Darin Ham from my last segment in the
Taledragger and I am here to update you on my adventures as a student pilot!
I have chosen my instructor to be Virgil Royer, a lawyer who is also a flight instructor in Salem. Training in
the Piper Tomahawk is a fun experience as the aircraft is surprisingly easy to handle and also gives me a
different perspective as I had only flown high wing aircraft before I began flying with him. In addition to
training for my Private Pilot's License, I am also training for my Glider Pilot Rating as well. Doing both of
these feels like a lot but I am glad to indulge my love for aviation.
Thanks for reading what I have to say and hope you will follow my experiences along with my future
Newsletter Entries!
Please keep in mind that I traditionally haven't excelled in English Language Arts so please let me know if
you think of a suggestion that might help me convey what I would like to say.
Many Thanks,
Darin
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STOL WARS Expo Rap-Up
What a perfect day for EAA 292. We held a great STOL event with many new pilots participating and
doing great. We had several old veterans show their skills, and thanks to Steve Henry for coming
and showing off his ultra-polished STOL machine! I think we might have broken the record for the
number of people watching.
And the Surprise did happen, the VANS RV-15 prototype arrived in the morning and was on display for I
think is only the second time (after KOSH) it has been displayed outside of Aurora! We were not sure up
until the last minute that they were going to be able to bring it. Thanks to Ron Singh who helped
coordinated with the VANS team for bringing it here!

Below (and attached) are the results from today.
CLASS WINNERS!
LSA - Scooter Reid / BUSH - Mike Babcock / EXP BUSH - Kip Hanson / TOUR - Jim
Oveross / EXP LSA - Steve Henry
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We could not have asked for a better event. Thanks to Scott Naucler who coordinated this event, all the
volunteers that helped make this happen, and the pilots that flew!
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Pictures During the STOL Expo

Jim Hubele was circling overhead during the first part of the event and took some great photos through a
camera port on his RV. Blowing up these images, in the left you can see the participating aircraft staged
on the parallel taxiway. On the right you can see the large crowd that came out to watch. What is hard
to see is all the people hiding in the shadows of the 4 hangar rows taking advantage of the shade (those
areas were packed). More people continued to arrive during the event, at the end crowd estimates
range from 400-500!
Jim shot some great pictures of the entire Airpark. If you would like to get a print, contact Jim.
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Redbird Simulator Update

Chuck was the driving force getting the first simulator for the Chapter, and now the Redbird. He has
done much of the work single handedly and has invested a lot of sweat (and I am sure some amount of
blood) and money into this project. He has a goal to have it operational by Young Eagles on September
17th. He could still use some help. If you can help out, contact Chuck West.
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Baby Ace
John Roberts
Our STOL WARS event was graced with several very special aircraft,
Van’s RV15 prototype, Ernie’s replica 1914 DH-2, the Sonex our youth
built and the Mechanix Illustrated Baby Ace.
The MI Baby Ace has a very special history. EAA founder Paul Poberezny
bought the rights to Ace Corbin’s Baby Ace design from 1929 for $200. He
then brought it to Stan Dzik to redesign it to be an affordable home-built
airplane. He used Piper Cub firewall forward and landing gear. Paul had
approached members to write a series of articles detailing the build of this
aircraft, but in the end he and wife Audrey wrote the articles for the May,
June, and July 1955 editions of Popular Mechanix magazine. Plans were
sold for $20. This series of articles brought
EAA international recognition which Paul
credits this to be the starting change of EAA
from a fledgling organization to what we
know it as today. Paul is reported to say the
first thing they need is a larger mailbox. That
airframe now resides in the EAA Museum in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. A few other airplanes
followed in this lineage, including the Pober
Pixie.
In 2011 Paul was with Mike Hoy (see the
cover of July 2022 Sport Aviation) and Charlie
Becker of EAA when he looked at the original
MI Baby Ace in the museum and decided
since he started with building this plane, he would like to finish
by building another. Paul liked to weld so he set out to work on
the airframe. Dave Clark of Vincennes University Indianapolis
Aviation Technology Center led the wing build with students.
Dave Clark of EAA Chapter 1311 can be seen in a video showing
the construction of one of this plane’s wing ribs May 4, 2011 on
the EAA website. Unfortunately, Paul became ill and passed in
2013. EAA Chapter 640 finished the build, and later the current
owner, Chris Lehner of Battleground, WA, found it listed on Barnstormers for the highest bid. Chris
bought N9950C and flew it back from Wassau, WI with a few visits along the way. He flew it back to
Airventure 2019. The Poberezny family wanted the airplane flown and not just hung up and displayed.
The baggage door was signed by Audrey Poberezny (Paul’s wife), Bonnie (daughter) and Audra
(granddaughter).
Many Thanks to Chris Lehner for bringing the plane out and sharing it with all of us.
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A Brief History of EAA 292
1964, Independence Airport established
1965, First meeting of interested members
1967, Official founding of Chapter, 26 paid members
1967-1988, Chapter Meetings in various places
• (Corvallis, Lebanon, Albany and Independence)
1988, Chapter Builds a hangar on Cherokee Taxiway at 7S5
1990, Jake Thiessen, President
1990, Bob Schwarzler leads 1st Young Eagles Rally
1998, Builds Chapter clubhouse, Bob Schwarzler manages
the project

2000, Apply for 501(c)(3)
2000, Noon Patrol Project began
2003, Completed 12 Nieuports

• 2004, 95 Young Eagles flown
•
•
•
•
•

1st

2006, Van’s Homecoming & Fly-In hosted by 292
2008, 1st Chapter in USA with a Flight Simulator Organized by Chuck West
2011 – 2016, David Ullman President
• 100+ Young Eagles each year
2015, EAA Chapter Leadership training at
292.
2016, Saturday Youth Build completes the
first Youth Build project, a Sonex managed
by Bob Schwarzler (now owned by member Rus Vanlandingham)
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2017, South Hangar
Expansion Project Managed
by Al Cleveland & Henry
Bartle
2017, 50th Anniversary, and
“Total Eclipse” Fly-In!
2017, Kickoff of VMC & IMC
Clubs
• Organized by Mike Short
2016, Al Cleveland President (Mike Kelley, President in Training)
2017, Chapter hosts the 1st STOL Expo
2017 Ernie Moreno wins the
Tony Bingelis Award
2018, (through 2022), Mike
Kelley President
2019, 1st EAA Gold Chapter
Award
2019, Saturday Youth build
completes Zenith 701 directed by Bill McLagan
2019, Chapter’s first Ray Scholar Anders Walters achieves his Private
Pilot’s License
2020, Paid Membership exceeds 200
2021, EAA 292 hosts Breakfast at AirVenture
(Oshkosh)
•
9 Aircraft and 32
members attend
•
Ernie Moreno earns
Major Achievement Award
•
2022, 2nd EAA Gold
Chapter Award (2020-21)
2022 Chuck West manages the Purchase and Install of a Redbird FMX simulator and building a
classroom in the South hangar to house it
2022, holds 5th STOL Expo and also the Second Ever Public
Showing of the VANS RV-15 prototype (after KOSH)
2022, Third Youth Build aircraft, a VANS RV-12iS nears
completion under Al Cleveland’s direction
2022, Active Membership is around 230+
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Safety
Gary Brown
During March and April, I train Air Tactical (Air Attack” pilots for the upcoming fire season to conduct
operations over the fire incidents. This requires going through the new FAR’s and AIM to make sure our
training program is current and compliant. I have found that many of our seasoned commercial pilots as
well as many general aviation pilots, are not aware of what was once a “suggested” flight operation
regarding direction of turns in the pattern has become an FAR (2022 FAR Page 196) a few years ago.
Recently, I was being observed by the FAA when I was conducting a 135-check ride. During the questionand-answer portion where the direction of turns was discussed, the pilot receiving the check-ride
indicated correctly that all turns in the class E and G patterns were to be made to the left, unless
otherwise depicted. On the flight portion, he made a midfield crosswind entry and then executed a right
teardrop entry into the downwind. Needless to say, that required a subsequent re-take of the ride. The
pilot explained “that was the way my instructor taught me”. The danger was that he was blind to traffic
entering on the 45 or the downwind during the turn, as well as in violation of 91.126.
Often, the AIM is not in sync with the FAR’s. The previous AIM shows an acceptable pattern entry to be
500 feet over pattern altitude, then a right teardrop turn to the downwind. However, if an aircraft is 500
feet above the pattern entering a mid-field crosswind and elects to conduct the teardrop turn, there
could be a conflict with a descending aircraft on a 45 entry as well as an aircraft on the downwind entry.
The 2022 AIM has changed to be in sync with the FAR’s, Page 722, 4-3-3 paragraph “c”, stating “all turns
shall be made to the LEFT unless otherwise depicted.”
The AIM also shows straight in approaches as acceptable (as we now have many uncontrolled airports
with straight in RNAV “GPS” approaches, as well as a teardrop from the straight in approach at the
approach end of the runway, which allows an aircraft breaking out on an instrument approach in VFR
conditions to make the downwind turn from the straight in approach, without conflict with other traffic.
When I hear or observe a pilot still using “old school” techniques of making opposite direction turns in
the pattern, I know that the chances of both of us being able to “see and avoid” is likely compromised.
§ 91.126 Operating on or in the vicinity of an airport in Class G airspace.
(a) General. Unless otherwise authorized or required, each person operating an aircraft on or in the
vicinity of an airport in a Class G airspace area must comply with the requirements of this section.
(b) Direction of turns. When approaching to land at an airport without an operating control tower in
Class G airspace (1) Each pilot of an airplane must make all turns of that airplane to the left unless the airport displays
approved light signals or visual markings indicating that turns should be made to the right, in which case
the pilot must make all turns to the right.
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